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The Art of War is the most disruptive and revolutionary book ever written about human conflict.
Written in the fifth century BC during the Warring States period of ancient China and attributed to
the legendary Master Sun (Sunzi), the book turned traditional thinking about warfare on its head.
It advocates a radical new way of viewing warfare, replacing the traditional view of war as a form
of ritualized sacrifice with a purely practical and modern view. According to Sunzi, the goals of
war are achieved with hardheaded practicality, battle strategy is dictated by terrain, weather and
spycraft rather than reading signs and omens, the objective of war is profit rather than glory, and
the highest form of victory is winning without fighting at all. This book, by the experienced
translation team of Pepper and Wang, expresses the Art of War in simple, contemporary
language while remaining true to the rhythms and poetic structure of the original Chinese. A key
feature of the book is its innovative step-by-step translation that lets the reader not only read the
English version, but to gain deeper insights from the original text even if they don't speak or read
Chinese.

Exploring the decolonization of French India, Namakkal's lucid and innovative book brings
together the history of state-led decolonization and the creation of utopias to reveal how both
projects relied on regimes of labor, erasure, and territorial expansion that had much in common
with the colonizing project. Engaging, ambitious, and deeply researched, Unsettling Utopia
brings new and important insights to our understanding of the temporal boundaries of
colonialism and decolonization. -- Danna Agmon, author of A Colonial Affair: Commerce,
Conversion, and Scandal in French IndiaJessica Namakkal’s excellent book reveals hidden
layers of Pondicherry’s feigned decolonization and ongoing recolonization. This tour de force is
the kind of book you don't want to finish; it keeps you right on the edge of your seat, avidly
turning the pages for more. -- Ari Gautier, author of Le ThinnaiUnsettling Utopia is a fascinating
book on the postcolonial history of French India as well as a provocative analysis of the
structural relationships among colonial settlement, utopian thinking, and the incompleteness of
decolonization. Namakkal’s immense effort to engage the far-flung transnational archives of
French India inform this important book and the revealing light it sheds on the messy history of
French imperialism in southern India and its spatial, social, and spiritual afterlives. -- Tariq
Jazeel, author of Sacred Modernity: Nature, Environment, and the Postcolonial Geographies of
Sri Lankan Nationhood --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJessica
Namakkal is associate professor of the practice in international comparative studies; gender,
sexuality, and feminist studies; and history at Duke University. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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just the Sunzi. Here are the four Chinese characters that make up the title, and what they
mean:sūn – the surname of Sun Wu, a general, strategist, writer and philosopher who served a
minister to King Helu of Wu. He did not actually write this book, but it is generally believed to be
a compilation of his insights into conflict, strategy and leadership.zi – an honorific, roughly
equivalent to Master, added to a person’s surname as a sign of great respect. Written as “Tzu” in
the old Wade-Giles system of romanization. Other well-known examples of zi are Laozi (Master
Lao, author of the Dao De Jing or Tao Te Ching) and Kongzi (Master Kong, or Confucius).bīng –
war or military, used to indicate a wide range of military concepts, including soldier, troops, army,
weapon, fighter. As an adjective it means military or warlike.f – law or method. Sometimes
translated as way, teaching or rule, it indicates a set of instructions laid down for others to
follow.WelcomeThe Art of War is the most disruptive and revolutionary book ever written about
human conflict. Written in the fifth century BC during the Warring States period of ancient China
and attributed to the legendary Master Sun (Sunzi), the book turned traditional thinking about
warfare on its head. It advocates a radical new way of viewing warfare, replacing the traditional
view of war as a form of ritualized sacrifice with a purely practical and modern view. According to
Sunzi, the goals of war are achieved with hardheaded practicality, battle strategy is dictated by
terrain, weather and spycraft rather than reading signs and omens, the objective of war is profit
rather than glory, and the highest form of victory is winning without fighting at all.As the book
became widely known and spread around the world, it influenced many military leaders
including China’s revolutionary leader Mao Zedong, North Vietnamese leaders Vo Nguyen Giap
and Ho Chi Minh, and American Gulf War generals Norman Schwarzkopf and Colin Powell.The
Art of War is only about 6,100 Chinese characters long, and it’s not really a book in the modern
sense of the word, as it has no narrative structure. It’s a collection of aphorisms and
observations grouped in 13 chapters. For this reason, there’s no need to read the book from
beginning to end. Feel free to select a single chapter, or even a few verses, at random, and take
time to let the ideas sink in.This book is in two parts. The first part is just the English translation.
The second part, starting on page 62, provides a much more detailed examination of the text,
showing step by step how the original Chinese can be understood by modern English-speaking
readers. We hope that by allowing you to see behind the translator’s curtain you’ll gain a deeper
understanding of the wisdom contained in this book.Let’s get started!Chapter 1: PlanningSunzi
saidWarfare is a vital matter for the nationIt is the arena of life and deathThe path to survival or
ruinIt cannot be ignored.And so, consider five factors when evaluating plansand then assessing
situations.First is DaoSecond is HeavenThird is EarthFourth is CommanderFifth is Method.Dao
leads people to be in harmony with their rulerSo they will live and die for himWithout fear of
betrayal.Heaven can beDark or lightCold or hotAnd is influenced by the seasons.Earthcan
beHigh or lowFar or nearDifficult or easyOpen ground or narrow passesDeadly or safe.The
Commander hasWisdom, integrity, benevolence, courage and rigor.Method is the organization
of military units, logistics,And the management of supplies.The commander should not ignore
these fiveKnow them and be victoriousIgnore them and fail.And so, when making plans to



assess the military situation, ask:Which ruler has Dao?Which commander has the most ability?
Which has the most favorable weather and terrain?Which has the best method and discipline?
Which army is stronger?Whose soldiers are better trained?Whose rewards and punishments
are the clearest?Using these, I can predict victory or defeat.The commander who listens to my
advice will be victoriousKeep him.The commander who ignores my advice will failRemove
him.Listen to my adviceThen build up your forceIt will help you deal with the unexpected.Force is
the gaining of control and power from one's advantages.War is the Dao of deception.And soIf
you’re able, appear unableIf you’re active, appear inactiveIf you’re near, appear farIf you’re far,
appear near.If they have the advantage, bait themIf they are confused, conquer themIf they are
prosperous, prepare against themIf they are strong, avoid themIf they are angry, provoke themIf
they are humble, make them arrogantIf they are resting, disturb themIf they are unified, shatter
them.Attack where they are not preparedAppear where they do not expect.The superiority of
these military ideasMust not be revealed in advance.In the temple before battleThe one who
calculates more will be the victor.In the temple before battleThe one who calculates less is on
the way to defeat.Many calculations mean victoryFew calculations mean no victoryEven more
so if no calculations at all!Using my methods and observationsI can foresee victory and
defeat.Chapter 2: Waging WarSunzi saidWhen commanding troopsFielding a thousand fast
chariotsA thousand heavy chariotsA hundred thousand armored soldiersAnd enough provisions
to carry them a thousand milesThe cost at home and at the frontIncluding paying foreign
advisorsSmall items such as glue and paintAnd the cost of chariots and armorWill total a
thousand gold coins per dayThis is the cost of raising an army of a hundred thousand
men.When you fight, victory is preciousIf victory takes too longSoldiers’ blades become dull and
their desire fadesAttacking a fortified city you lose your strengthFighting too long the nation’s
wealth is exhausted.And soWith your blades dulledYour desire fadedYour strength
exhaustedAnd your wealth goneOther lords will rise up to attack youNo matter how wise you
areYou won’t be able to avoid this result.Thus, in war we hear of foolish hasteBut we never hear
of clever delaysNations never profit from long wars.One who does not understand the harm of
warCannot understand the benefits of war.The skillful army does not conscript soldiers twiceOr
load grain three timesBring supplies with you from homeBut take food from the enemyThus the
army will have plenty of food.The nation is ruined from maintaining a distant armyFamilies are
made destituteNear the army prices are highThe people spend everything they haveAnd are
burdened by heavy taxes.The homeland loses its strengthIts resources are depletedIts homes
are barrenCommon families’ expenses are seven tenths of what they ownGovernment expenses
for broken chariotsWorn out horses, armor and helmetsBows and arrows, spears and
shieldsDraft oxen and heavy wagonsAre six tenths of its income.Thus, a wise commander takes
his food from the enemyA cup of their food equals twenty of his ownA bushel of their grain
equals twenty of his own.Killing an enemy comes from angerBut defeating the enemy comes
from reward.And so in a chariot battleWhen at least ten chariots have been takenReward the
soldier who captures the first oneSubstitute your own flags for those of the enemyMingle the



chariots and ride them togetherTake good care of captured soldiersThis is called conquering the
enemyAnd increasing your own strength.In war, the objective is victory and not long
campaignsThe skilled commander holds the fate of the peopleHe is the master of the nation’s
safety or peril.Chapter 3: Plan of AttackSunzi saidWhen commanding troopsBetter to take an
enemy’s city intact than destroy itBetter to take an enemy’s army intact than destroy itBetter to
take an enemy’s brigade intact than destroy itBetter to take an enemy’s company intact than
destroy itBetter to take an enemy’s squad intact than destroy it.Therefore, a hundred victories in
a hundred battlesIs not the greatest goodSubduing the enemy’s army without battleIs the
greatest good.The best military strategy is to ruin the enemy's plansThe next best is to break up
his alliancesThe next best is to attack his army in the fieldAnd the worst is to attack
cities.Attacking a city should only be a last resortPreparing shields, chariots, transportation and
weaponsTakes three monthsPiling up earthworks against the wallsTakes another three
months.The commander who cannot control his angerSends his soldiers swarming like antsA
third of them die and the city remains unconqueredThis is the disaster of a siege
attack.Therefore the skillful leaderSubdues the enemy's troops without fighting themCaptures
their cities without attacking themDefeats their nation without a lengthly war.He must fight for
everything that is under HeavenAnd so with his weapons still sharpHis victory is completeThis is
the method of strategic attack.Thus, the rules for commanding troopsIf ten to the enemy’s one,
surround himIf five to the enemy’s one, attack himIf two to the enemy’s one, split in halfIf equally
matched, fight himIf smaller than the enemy, avoid himIf inferior to him, run awayA small force no
matter how determinedWill be taken by a large force.The commander protects the nationIf his
protection is complete the nation will be strongIf his protection splinters the state will be weak.A
ruler can cause trouble for his army in three ways.By not knowing the army cannot advanceBut
ordering it to advanceOr not knowing the army cannot retreatBut ordering it to retreatThis is
called hobbling the army.By not understanding that leading an armyIs different from ruling a
kingdomThis causes officers to be confused.By not understanding the true balance of the
armyBut controlling appointmentsThis causes officers to be distrustful.When the army is
confused and distrustfulOther lords will cause troubleThis is called the chaos of the army
throwing away victory.Thus, know these five keys to victoryKnow when to fight and when not to
fightKnow how to handle large and small forcesMake sure everyone throughout the ranks has a
common goalBe prepared and await the unpreparedHave your army led by a commander, not
the rulerThese five are the Dao of victory.So it is saidKnow the enemy and know yourselfAnd in
a hundred battles you will prevailDon’t know the enemy but know yourselfAnd for each victory
you will have a lossDon’t know the enemy and don’t know yourselfAnd in every battle you will be
defeated.Chapter 4: TacticsSunzi said:First, the ancient warriers made themselves strongThen
they waited for the weak enemy.Strength lies with meWeakness lies with my enemy.Great
warriors can make themselves strongBut they cannot make others weak.So it is saidVictory can
be foreseen but cannot be forced.If you cannot win, defendIf you can win, attack.Defend if you
don’t have enoughAttack if you have surplus.The good defender hides under the nine earthsThe



good attacker rises up above the nine heavensThus, protect yourself for complete
victory.Predicting an obvious victory has no valueWinning a popular victory also has no
value.Lifting an autumn hair requires no great strengthSeeing the sun and moon requires no
sharp eyeHearing a clap of thunder requires no quick ear.The great warriors of old won easy
victoriesThey were not famous for their wisdomOr for their bravery.They triumphed by making no
mistakesMaking no mistakes, their calculations guaranteed victoryAnd their enemy was already
defeated.The skilled warrior stands where he cannot loseAnd misses no chance to defeat the
enemy.Thus, the conquering armyWins first and seeks battle laterThe defeated armyFights first
and seeks victory later.The good commander cultivates Dao and protects the lawHe is the
master of victory and defeat.Military methodsFirst, measure distanceSecond, assess sizeThird,
calculate strengthFourth, weigh in the balanceFifth, victory.Earth gives birth to
measurementMeasurement gives birth to assessmentAssessment gives birth to
calculationCalculation gives birth to weighingWeighing gives birth to victory.Thus, a conquering
army is likeA heavy weight balanced against a single grainA defeated army is likeA single grain
balanced against a heavy weight.A conquering army is likeThe sudden releaseOf a thousand
fathoms of waterThis is the power of victory.Chapter 5: Military PowerSunzi saidControlling
many is like controlling a fewDivide and countFighting many is like fighting a fewForm and
name.Your entire army is certain to meet the enemyAnd remain undefeatedUsing extraordinary
and ordinary methods.The impact of your army can be like hurling a grindstone against an
eggThis is internal power.In warUse ordinary methods to engageUse extraordinary methods to
win.Use of extraordinary methods is as infinite as Heaven and EarthAs inexhaustible as the
rivers and oceansIt returns to the beginning like the sun and the moonIt dies and is reborn like
the four seasons.There are only five musical tonesBut they produce everything you can
hearThere are only five colorsBut they produce everything you can seeThere are only five
flavorsBut they produce everything you can tasteIn war there are only ordinary and extraordinary
methodsBut you cannot exhaust their possibilitiesOrdinary and extraordinary give birth to each
otherLike an unending circleWho can exhaust them?The rush of water carrying along rocks in its
pathThis is energyThe attack of a hawk striking its preyThis is decision.Therefore the skilled
warrior isOverwhelming in his energyRapid in his decisions.His energy is like stretching a
crossbowHis decision is like pulling a trigger.The disorder and confusion of battleAppears
chaoticBut you cannot be in chaosThe mud and murk of warAppears confusingBut you cannot
be defeated.Disorder comes from orderCowardice comes from braveryWeakness comes from
strength.Order or chaos, it depends on calculationBravery or cowardice, it depends on
energyStrength or weakness, it depends on form.To skillfully manipulate the enemyShow
yourself and he will surely followOffer something and he will surely take itWait for him to
moveThen meet him with full force.The skilled warrior seeks energyAnd does not rely on
peopleOne can dispense with individualsAnd rely on energy.Warriors rely on energyLike rolling
logs or stonesThe nature of logs and stones isOn level ground they are stillOn steep ground they
moveIf square they stopIf rounded they roll.Thus, for skilled warriorsEnergy is like letting a round



boulderPlunge down a mountain thousands of feet high.Chapter 6: Weakness and
StrengthSunzi saidThe one arriving first to the battlegroundAnd waits for the enemyIs at
easeThe one rushing late to the battlegroundIs exhausted.Therefore, the skilled warrior calls
others to himAnd does not allow himself to be called.Entice the enemy to comeBy offering him
advantagePrevent him from comingBy hurting him.If the enemy is relaxing, harass himIf he is
feasting, starve himIf he is resting, disturb him.Appear where he does not goGo where he does
not expect.To easily advance a thousand milesMove through deserted ground.Your attack will
surely succeedIf you attack places that he cannot defendYour defense will surely holdIf you
defend places that he cannot attack.Against the skilled attackerThe enemy doesn’t know how to
defendAgainst the skilled defenderThe enemy doesn’t know how to attack.Subtle! I have no
formMagical! I make no soundAnd so I completely control the enemy’s fate.To advance so the
enemy cannot stop youRush against his weaknessesTo retreat so the enemy cannot pursue
youGo so fast that you cannot be overtaken.If I want to fight, the enemy must respondThough he
is protected behind high walls and deep ravinesIf I attack a place that he needs to protect.If I
don’t wish to fightI can defend with only a line drawn on the groundThe enemy will not engage
meIf I distract him.I see the enemyWhile remaining invisibleSo I remain concentratedWhile he
must scatter.I remain concentrated while he scattersThen my unified force can attack his
partsNow I am many and he is few.My many can attack his fewBecause he is weakened.The
ground I choose for battle must not be knownIf the enemy does not knowHe must prepare to
fight in many placesWhen he prepares to fight in many placesIn the place I choose to fight he
will be few.Strengthening his front he weakens his rearStrengthening his rear he weakens his
frontStrengthening his left he weakens his rightStrengthening his right he weakens his
leftStrengthening everywhere he weakens everywhere.Weakness comes from having to
strengthenStrength comes from making others strengthen against us.Knowing the place and
day of the battleI can march a thousand miles and be ready to fightNot knowing the place and
day of the battleThe left cannot save the right, the right cannot save the leftThe front cannot save
the rear, the rear cannot save the frontHow much more so if the farthest unit is tens of miles
awayAnd even the nearest is several miles away!I estimate the Yue army to be largeBu does this
make their victory more likely?Victory can be seized from a larger enemyIf I can prevent him
from engaging me.Spy on him to learn the flaws in his plansProvoke him to learn the reasons for
his actionsExpose him to learn where he is vulnerableProbe him to learn his strengths and
weaknesses.In war, the highest formComes from formlessnessWithout form you cannot be
seenAnd the wise cannot plot against youThe masses cannot understandHow form brings
victoryEveryone understandsThe form of my victoryBut only I know the systemThat determines
that form.Do not copy your previous victoriesLet your forms flow from the formless.The forms of
war are like waterThe flow of water avoids heights and rushes downwardsThe flow of victory
avoids strength and attacks weakness.The flow of water is shaped by the landVictory in battle is
shaped by the enemy.War has no constant energyNo fixed formTo follow the enemy’s changes
to victoryIs called godlike.The five elements transform into each otherThe four seasons give way



to each otherDays are short and longThe moon waxes and wanes.Chapter 7: BattleSunzi
saidWhen commanding troopsThe commander receives orders from the rulerHe assembles his
armyBlends them and ensures harmonyNothing is more difficult than battle.The challenge of
military struggleChange crooked into straightChange unfavorable into favorableMake his road
crookedTempt him with advantageStart after himArrive before himThis is the strategy of the
crooked and the straight.Battle brings advantageBattle brings danger.Raise up an army to gain
advantageAnd you may not achieve itDeploy a force quickly to gain advantageAnd you will
sacrifice your supplies.Therefore, if you pick up your armor and rush offNot stopping day or
nightMarching doubletime for a hundred miles and then fightingYour commanders will be
captured by the enemy.The strongest in frontThe weakest lagging behindIn this way only one in
ten will arrive.March fifty miles to fightAnd your best commanders will fallIn this way only half will
arrive.March thirty miles to fightAnd only two thirds will arrive.An army without baggage trains
will dieWithout food and provisions it will dieWithout supplies it will die.Not knowing the plans of
other lordsYou cannot ally with themNot knowing the mountains and forestsThe cliffs and
gorgesYou cannot advance your armyNot using local guidesYou cannot gain advantage from the
land.In war, use deception to prevailRedeploy your troops to gain advantageBe swift as the
windBe calm as the forestWhen invading plunder like fireWhen holding be unyielding as a
mountainBe as unknowable as the darkAnd strike like a thunderbolt.Plunder the countryside and
share it among your troopsOccupy the territory and share the profitsWeigh carefully then
actKnowing the crooked and the straight leads to victoryThis is the law of battle.Governance of
the Army saysWhen ears cannot hearUse gongs and drumsWhen eyes cannot seeUse banners
and flags.Gongs and drums, banners and flagsThese unify the ears and eyes of your armyWhen
all your troops are focused as oneThe brave cannot advance aloneThe cowardly cannot retreat
aloneThis is how to manage large groups.And so, use signal fire and drums when fighting at
nightUse banners and flags when fighting in daytimeTo mold the eyes and ears of your army.The
spirit of the three armies can be robbedThe heart of its commander can be robbedA soldier’s
spirit is most keen in the morningBy midday he has become carelessBy evening he only wants
to go homeThus, the skillful commanderAvoids attacking the keenAttacks the careless and
homesickThis is mastery of spirit.Use order to receive chaosUse stillness to receive noiseThis is
mastery of heart and mind.Use closeness to receive distanceUse rest to receive fatigueUse
fullness to receive hungerThis is mastery of strength.Don’t attack perfect pennantsDon’t strike
powerful formationsThis is mastery of change.Thus the rules for commanding troopsDon’t attack
an enemy on high groundDon’t fight him if his back is against a hillDon’t pursue him if he fakes
retreatDon’t attack when he is sharpDon’t accept bait he offers.If his soldiers try to return home
don’t stop themIf his soldiers are surrounded give them a way outIf his soldiers are cornered
don’t press them too hardThis is mastery of commanding troops.
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